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For the first time anywhere, the first-person account of the planning and execution of the Bin Laden

raid from a Navy Seal who confronted the terrorist mastermind and witnessed his final moments.... 

From the streets of Iraq to the rescue of Captain Richard Phillips in the Indian Ocean, and from the

mountaintops of Afghanistan to the third floor of Osama Bin Laden's compound, operator Mark

Owen of the U.S. Naval Special Warfare Development Group - commonly known as SEAL Team

Six - has been a part of some of the most memorable special operations in history, as well as

countless missions that never made headlines. No Easy Day puts listeners alongside Owen and the

other handpicked members of the 24-man team as they train for the biggest mission of their lives.

The blow-by-blow narrative of the assault, beginning with the helicopter crash that could have ended

Owen's life straight through to the radio call confirming Bin Laden's death, is an essential piece of

modern history. In No Easy Day, Owen also takes listeners onto the field of battle in America's

ongoing War on Terror and details the selection and training process for one of the most elite units

in the military. Owen's story draws on his youth in Alaska and describes the SEALs' quest to

challenge themselves at the highest levels of physical and mental endurance. With

boots-on-the-ground detail, Owen describes numerous previously unreported missions that illustrate

the life and work of a SEAL and the evolution of the team after the events of September 11. In

telling the true story of the SEALs whose talents, skills, experiences, and exceptional sacrifices led

to one of the greatest victories in the War on Terror, Mark Owen honors the men who risk

everything for our country, and he leaves listenres with a deep understanding of the warriors who

keep America safe.
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In No Easy Day, you see an account of the raid to capture or kill Osama Bin Laden from the eyes on

someone who was there - one of four team leaders on the ground that night. The account is most

definitely gripping, I could not put it down and I skipped sleeping to finish it - yes, there will be hell to

pay at work tomorrow. But, nowhere close to as much hell as the operators in DevGru (aka Seal

Team 6) undertook to get into DevGru and to stay there.The first thing that struck me was just how

elite a team the US sent on that raid. To be a member of DevGru you have to ALREADY be a Navy

Seal. Most who apply don't make it, but they go back to being a "regular" SEAL which has nothing

regular about it. For the Bin Laden raid, they essentially assembled an All Star team of the most

seasoned DevGru operators from multiple teams and put them together on a team consisting of the

best of the best of the best.My next takeaway on the actual raid itself was how many things actually

went wrong. Here you have the best of the best taking part in a historic mission, and all kinds of

things start falling apart. Yet, amazingly (to me), despite all the problems, it still worked out. Thats

because everything that could have gone wrong was previously anticipated, contingency plans

made, and all back up plans were rehearsed multiple times. While I considered the mission to be

successful, the impression I get is the members of DevGru thought they could have done it much

better. (I'll leave out the details as to avoid spoiling the story).This leads me to my next takeaway

which is just how devoted to perfection and exceptional performance these operators seem to be.

One thing that surprised me is how much they train when they aren't deployed.

"No Easy Day" by Mark Owen (a pseudonym) is published by Dutton Adult. It is the story of a Navy

SEAL, an elite special operations warrior with its climax in the story of the raid and death of Osama

Bin Laden.Immediately striking is the author's ability to picture himself as a real, flawed person. He

shows appreciation for others in his line of work without painting them as either unbelievably

superhuman or as some kind of fringe military extremists. The characters are revealed to be

dedicated to an intense level of self-discipline and while admitting to errors in performance, they

have the persistence to improve their skills at the highest levels of military training and preparation

in the world today. It is the very humanity of the characters that brought me into the story. It's a book

about struggle and those who find the work-arounds to defeat.There is nothing in my reading of this

book to signal the author is being deceitful or embellishing his role in warfare for personal gain. The



author was straightforward in the introduction by informing the reader that he has taken necessary

precautions for preventing the inadvertent release of classified information. He neither sets himself

up as a some kind of national hero or as a potential platform for a future political career. It is

smoothly written without being crass or overly graphic.As becomes evident, the author is motivated

out of a desire to positively influence other young men to pursue their dreams regardless of whether

it works out as military service or not. Owen's personal tale begins as a young man who was

profoundly influenced by the reading of a book about a special operations predecessor.
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